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The Politics of Prescription

The assassinations of Salvador Allende and

Amílcar Cabral in 1973 mark the end of the last

truly transformative sequence in world politics,

the sequence of national liberation associated

with the victories of Mao Tse-tung, Mohandas

Gandhi, and Fidel Castro. It may be that this

end is itself now coming to an end, through the

clarification of what Mao might have called a

new ‘‘principal contradiction’’—the convergence,

most obviously in Iraq and Haiti, of ever more

draconian policies of neoliberal adjustment with

newly aggressive forms of imperial intervention,

in the face of newly resilient forms of resistance

and critique.
1

Political philosophy is confronted today by

only one consequential decision: either to antici-

pate this end of an end and develop its impli-

cations, or else to ignore or deny it and reflect

on its deferral. The first option is the path of

prescription and hope, of disruptive innovation

and retrospective justification; the second is split

between cautious reformism and postrevolution-

ary despair.

In its liberal-democratic guise, the reformist

fork of this second path remains the dominant

discourse of the day. It continues to believe that
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the course of historical change remains broadly in line with forms of ratio-

nal improvement, or at least that alignment with the general way of the

world offers a reasonable chance of peaceful coexistence and mutual re-

spect. The ‘‘ordinary language philosophizing’’ still popular among some

Anglo-American thinkers, for instance, provides what one of its more ver-

satile practitioners calls ‘‘a way of tapping the resources of the self in a way

which will allow the philosopher to recall, explore, and display the nature,

extent and security of her alignments with the world and with the human

community.’’
2
One way or another, variations on this theme of alignment

and its cognates (communication, community, consensus, toleration, rec-

ognition, and so on) continue to inform much of the recent work of think-

ers like JürgenHabermas,WilliamConnolly, Stanley Cavell,Charles Taylor,

and Richard Rorty.

Many of their more inventive continental rivals, by contrast, have sought

an elusive refuge from the world through strategies of deferral or with-

drawal. Such is the general movement of the postrevolutionary alternative,

a trajectory illustrated nowheremore dramatically than through the austere

and ardent example of Guy Lardreau. Faced in the mid-1970s with frustra-

tion of the avowedly impossible demands of absolute revolt, with the reduc-

tion of a ‘‘cultural’’ to a merely ‘‘ideological’’ revolution, Lardreau has sub-

sequently explored the compensations of a negative philosophy: ‘‘Negative

philosophy is ineluctably worth more than any affirmation for, affirming

nothing, it has no interest in betrayal, and it never lies.’’
3
Each in their own

way,many of Lardreau’s contemporaries have charted a similar course.Con-

taminated by fascism, notions of decision and resolution were abandoned

in favor of a generalized indecision.Contaminated by imperialism, the cate-

gory of the universal was dissolved in favor of the fragmentary, the particu-

lar, or the contingent. The pursuit of clarity and distinction was eclipsed by

a determination to bear witness to an apparently more fundamental obscu-

rity or paralysis—thought confronted by situations in which it is impossible

to react (GillesDeleuze), demands that cannot bemet (Emmanuel Levinas),

needs that can never be reconciled (Jean-François Lyotard), promises that

can never be kept (Jacques Derrida).

Nonetheless, there is nothing to stop us from anticipating a way out of

this impasse. Prescription is first and foremost an anticipation of its sub-

sequent power, a commitment to its consequences, a wager on its eventual

strength. Against alignment with the way of the world, against withdrawal
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from engagement with the world, it is time to reformulate a prescriptive

practice of politics.

1. A prescription involves the direct and divisive application of a universal prin-
ciple (or axiom). For instance: if we uphold the axiom of equality, we can

prescribe the rejection of slavery, and with it the organization of a force

capable of transforming the relations that sustain the plantation economy.

If we uphold the axiom of the worker, we can prescribe the restriction of

corporate power, that is, the organization of forces capable of reversing the

subordination of politics to profit. Ifweuphold the axiomof territorial integ-

rity, we can prescribe a relation of resistance to foreign aggression, andwith

it the mobilization of a force capable of repelling invasion.

After Joseph Jacotot, Jacques Rancière’s approach to education offers an

especially instructive example of this more general point. If we assume the

axiom of equality, if ‘‘equality is not a goal to be attained but a point of

departure, a supposition to be maintained in all circumstances,’’ then we

can prescribe an approach to learning that is indifferent to differences of

knowledge, mastery, or authority. We can subtract the process of learning

from the progress of explanation, the process of education from training or

‘‘preparation.’’ We can isolate the process of learning from the cultivation of

ability.We can teach things we know little or nothing about.We can grasp

even the most difficult of ideas, since ‘‘the same intelligence is at work in

all the productions of human art.’’
4

Prescription is direct because its element is the urgency of the here

and now. Prescription ignores deferral; it operates in a present illumi-

nated through anticipation of its future. A prescriptive politics sidesteps the

authorized mediation of public inquiries, sociological studies, or NGOs—

the recent rise of charitable or ‘‘humanitarian’’ NGOs as privileged points

of commentary and concern is itself one of the more striking signs of the

ongoing depoliticization of contemporary conflicts.
5

Prescription is divisive because its application divides adherents from

opponents, but universal insofar as its assertion depends on a properly axi-
omatic principle. From Kant, the politics of prescription retains an indif-

ference to difference, interest, consensus, adaptation, or welfare;
6
against

Kant, the prescribing of politics proceeds only in the element of partisan

division, through engagement with strategic constraints that cannot be jus-
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tified in terms of unconditional duty or respect for the law. Unlike Kantian

morality, unlike any singular or immediate articulation of the individual

and theuniversal, relational prescription operates in a version of the domain

that Étienne Balibar (after Alexandre Kojève, Gilbert Simondon, Jacques

Lacan, Pierre Bourdieu, et al.) calls the ‘‘transindividual.’’
7

Alain Badiou is the great contemporary thinker of axioms. In each case,

what Badiou calls a ‘‘truth-procedure’’ proceeds as the assertion of an axi-

omatic principle, one subtracted from the mediation of existing forms of

knowledge, recognition, or community. As a rule, ‘‘the real is only encoun-

tered under the axiomatic imperative.’’
8
An axiomneither defines nor refers

to some entity external to itself. Instead, it posits a purely implied term

and then stipulates the way that its implicit term can be manipulated, such

that this manipulation exhausts all that can be said or deduced about this

term.
9
Badiou’s axiomatic orientation thereby suspends the supervision of

language games, deflates the pathos of romanticism, interrupts the man-

agement of consensus or communication. In its axiomatic integrity, every

political decision tears itself away from any dialectic of the subjective

and the objective. No, it is not a matter of leading to action a con-

sciousness of what there is, of changing, through reflection and opera-

tion, necessity into liberty. There is no passage here from the in-itself

to the for-itself. The beginning, under its evental injunction, is pure

declaration.
10

In strategic terms, the importance of Badiou’s intervention in the field of

contemporary philosophy is second to none. But a prescription is not redu-

cible to an axiom, and what remains relatively underdeveloped in Badiou’s

work is its properly prescriptive or relational aspect. An axiom is intransi-

tive; it governs the terms (points, sets, citizens, and so on) it implies without

exception. A prescription applies what an axiom implies, in the concrete

medium of relational conflict. Consider, as a representative example, the

axiom ‘‘Everyone who is here is from here’’—a principle that often recurs

in recent issues of La Distance politique. Versions of this principle continue
to guide one of the fewmilitant political projects in France today, themove-

ment of the sans papiers. Such an axiom acquires a prescriptive force, how-

ever, only through the slow transformation of here, through a process that
engages with the entrenched forms of discrimination (the division of labor,

the distribution of resources, the location of housing, the access to educa-

tion and to the media of expression in the public sphere, etc.) that serve
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to isolate immigration as a political ‘‘problem.’’ Badiou has made no small

contribution to many of these issues. For him it remains axiomatic, none-

theless, that every political sequence proceeds at a ‘‘pure’’ distance from the

domain of the social, subtracted from the domain of social relationships and

economic constraints. If political equality must be ‘‘precisely an axiom and

not a goal,’’ if it must be ‘‘postulated rather than willed,’’ then Badiou con-

cludes that ‘‘the effect of the egalitarian axiom is to undo relationships [liens]
and to desocialize thought.’’

11

A more prescriptive approach will acknowledge, instead, that only con-

frontation of these constraints and transformation of these relationships

offers any lasting political purchase on a situation. The distance presumed

by such confrontation remains a relational (or ‘‘impure’’) distance. A ver-

sion of the axiom of equality no doubt inspired the American mobiliza-

tion for civil rights, just as it does contemporary struggles against racism

and neocolonialism: the whole problem, clearly, is how to make an anti-

racist prescription consequential in a situation that has long since accommo-

dated itself to the explicit principle of equality. To uphold this prescription

is to participate in the step-by-step transformation of what Nikhil Singh

has recently described as the ramified ‘‘spatial apartheid’’ of a structurally

racist socioeconomic order.
12
The axiom of equality is a fundamental point

of departure, and it refers to nomore primordial value (humanity, altruism,

compassion, etc.), but it remains formal and nonrelational; a prescriptive

political practice, by contrast, undertakes the concrete transformation of

those relations that sustain inequality, exploitation, or oppression.

An axiom, we might say, is a principle we posit in such a way as to take

it subsequently for granted. A pure point of departure, it is by same token

‘‘forgotten’’ in the prescriptive pursuit of its consequences. But if equality

is always a postulate, justice remains an achievement: in each particular

case, the presumption of equality will have been subsumed in the struggle

against injustice.

2. Politics is the aspect of public or social life that falls under the consequences
of a prescription. Politics is not reducible to the art of the possible. Pre-

scription is indifferent to calculations of the possible or the feasible, along

with the ‘‘progressive’’ temporality associated with making-possible. Poli-

tics, then, is a condition that sometimes happens to the social. Not every-

thing is political. Prescriptions are targeted and specific.The personal is not
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political, and there is no ‘‘politics of the everyday’’ that does not, precisely,

convert the latter into its opposite. Prescription converts hitherto inconse-

quential,multivalent, andmultipolar relations into consequential (and thus

bipolar) ones.

The thinker so often credited today with our most compelling concept

of the political, Carl Schmitt, is in fact guilty of a disastrous and systematic

confusion of the political and the social. Schmitt’s notorious distinction of

friend from enemy is as much social as it political. The existential element

of this distinction is ‘‘extreme peril’’ and war, and only the political sover-
eign can decide on war, at a distance from all ‘‘normative ties.’’

13
On the

other hand, the normless intensity of ‘‘real combat with a real enemy’’ pre-

sumes and reinforces the social homogeneity of the combatants.The ‘‘politi-

cal enemy need not be morally evil or aesthetically ugly . . . but he is, never-

theless, the other, the stranger; and it is sufficient for his nature that he is,

in a specially intense way, existentially something different and alien, so

that in the extreme case conflicts with him are always possible.’’
14
Schmitt’s

fascistic glorification of violent struggle does nothing to mask his depen-

dence on the specified identity of particular communities or ways of life.

Even the state-political order that Schmitt nostalgically associates with the

old nomos of the earth, the jus publicum Europaeum that allowed for the civi-

lized containment of European interstate war from themid–seventeenth to

the late nineteenth centuries, is patently based on the extension, in global

terms, of an aristocratic social order: conflict between dueling European

states could remain within respectfully lawful limits so long as civilized

Europe preserved an absolute barrier between itself and the territory of non-

European barbarity, where no rules apply.

The problem with Schmitt’s concept of the political, in other words, is

that it is not prescriptive enough. Politics divides, but not between friends
and enemies (via the mediation of the state). Politics divides the adherents

of a prescription against its opponents.

3. A prescriptive politics presumes a form of classical logic—the confrontation
of two contrary positions, to the exclusion of any middle or third. The targeted
transitivity of a prescription compels a response that can only take one of

two forms: for or against. A prescriptive politics refuses any ‘‘third way.’’

When an issue becomes political, when it ceases to be a matter of merely

social interest or cultural expression, it polarizes between yes or no. This
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brutal simplification of the issue is characteristic of any political sequence.

Prescriptive (as opposed to moral or pragmatic) positions against slavery

or colonial domination, for example, must initially preserve what Frantz

Fanon diagnosed as the ‘‘manichean’’ division of colonial society.
15
Such was

the guiding insight of the great anticolonial movements of the 1940s and

1950s, the presumption common to Gandhi, Cabral, C. L. R. James, Nelson

Mandela, Aimé Césaire (and subsequently abandoned by most contribu-

tions to postcolonial theory)—that between colonizer and colonized there

was no third term, no progress, development, or évolution, no ‘‘human con-

tact,’’ but only what Césaire listed as ‘‘intimidation, oppression, the police,

taxation, theft, rape, contempt, distrust.’’
16

If Marx remains the dominant point of reference for any prescriptive con-

ception of politics, it’s not because he supposedly bound the fate of political

prescription to a determinist science of history or economics but because he

offers themost profound and instructive analysis of the essential dualism of

political struggle. Against any nostalgic reference to the evasive complexity

of early modern society (with its multiple and overlapping social classifi-

cations), Marx proposes a transformative conception of politics as a stark

struggle between ‘‘two great hostile camps, two great classes directly facing

each other.’’
17
Marx’s analysis of capitalist production allows for the isolation

of a single operator of socioeconomic distinction, the process of exploitation

that separates two and only two terms: exploited from exploiter, proletariat

frombourgeoisie.This remains themost urgent andmost valuable lesson of

The CommunistManifesto, and it is the reasonwhy its third and final section,
titled ‘‘Socialist and Communist Literature,’’ retains a more than polemic

force. In the crucible of prescriptive conflict, the complex social distinctions

and mediations explored in Hegel’s Philosophy of Right (and revived by con-
temporary theorists of diversity and recognition) are subsumed along with

all other forms of nonpolitical complexity, ‘‘all religious and political illu-

sions.’’
18
As Lenin will insist when he comes to answer ‘‘One of the Funda-

mental Questions of the Revolution,’’ vacillation is itself ‘‘the most painful

thing on earth,’’ and when the conditions for decisive action are right, then

there can be ‘‘no middle course.’’
19

In the divisive present of a prescription, the political is always that aspect

of public life that, in view of a specific simplification, falls for a certain time

under the decisive logic of a ‘‘last’’ or final judgment. The refusal to recog-

nize the implacable dualism of a prescription is itself an orthodox ideologi-
cal reaction; an insistence on compromise, on negotiation, on piecemeal
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‘‘democratic’’ reform, has long been the privileged vehicle for the reproduc-

tion and reinforcement of the status quo.

One prescription, two positions; the logic of prescriptive antagonism

evokes the old ‘‘union of contraries’’ if and only if this unity persists as the

‘‘effective gap’’ between two.
20
That ‘‘one divides into two’’ has never meant

that a whole splits into halves; it means that the antagonistic relation of

the two is itself one. To the one of domination corresponds the two of the

dominant and dominated.

4. Prescription is oriented by its anticipation of clarity and distinction. A decision
will have been right, a project will have held true: the temporality of pre-

scription must initially be conjugated in that future anterior championed

by Maximilien Robespierre and Fanon (along with Jean-Paul Sartre, Lacan,

Badiou, et al.). Lacan’s early formulation remains one of his most illumi-

nating: even in the ordinary intersubjective relation of speech, ‘‘I utter what

was only in view of what will be. . . . What is realized in my history is not

the past definite of what was . . . but the future anterior of what I shall have

been for what I am in the process of becoming.’’
21
As Badiou reminds us,

however, the ‘‘anticipatory certitude’’ that alone can guide any extraordinary

‘‘process of becoming’’ itself depends on the courage and confidence that

a decisive intervention, in the element of present uncertainty, demands of

its subject.
22

The temporality of anticipation (to say nothing of its joining with reso-

lution) need not be abandoned to the Heideggerian tradition. In keeping

with the rationalist tradition, a prescriptive politics accepts that since every-

thing begins in obscurity and confusion, clarity, where it exists, will come

to exist as the result of an assertive distinction. A prescription applied to

an issue that is already clear is obviously either redundant or digressive.

Thoughnothing could be simpler than a prescription, a prescription applies

only in the element of dissensus and uncertainty.To prescribe is not to edify

or instruct. A prescription emerges as a distillation of what will have been

obvious.

The ‘‘obvious’’ principle of territorial sovereignty applies only in the pre-

scription of an active and divisive resistance against occupation or assault—

for instance, in Vietnam, Gaza, or Falluja (whereas the imperial position

has always been ‘‘Abandon your resistance; accept the occupation as a pre-

liminary condition of entering into negotiations for an attenuated form
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of future occupation.’’ Likewise, the axiom of civic equality posited by the

FrenchRevolutionwas never less obvious ormore consequential thanwhen

it guided, between 1791 and 1794, a prescriptive campaign against colo-

nial slavery—a campaign that was itself shaped by the astonishing mobi-

lization, in the face of united metropolitan opposition, of the slaves of

Saint-Domingue. Despite his relatively slow response to this particular

mobilization, Robespierre himself, of course, endures as one of the great

proponents of anticipatory clarification. If the revolution requires the death

of the monarch, to cite one of his more notorious speeches, this is not

because Louis should be judged and deemed guilty of this or that offense

but because, as will have become obvious, the revolution has already taken
place, and thosewhowould carry it forwardwill find its continuation incom-

patible with royalty.
23

A prescriptive practice always works on the edge of the unknown, with-

out the authority or authorization of established knowledges. If Slavoj Žižek

is right to say that Lenin is once again a decisive political reference today,

it’s precisely because of his forceful insistence on the relative autonomy of

strategic anticipation, of an intervention that only retrospectively allows for

the full clarification of its conditions of possibility.
24
Prescription is always

specific to a situation; its work of simplification always involves the careful

investigation of particular configurations and opportunities: only after the

abortive July uprising and the deflection of General Kornilov’s revolt does

the Lenin of 1917 come to acquire a firm sense of the difference between the

‘‘mature’’ and the ‘‘immature.’’
25
Against more cynical versions of materi-

alism, the Lenin who reads Hegel’s Logic after the disaster of 1914 under-
stands that the critical political relation is indeed between the real and the
ideal, that ‘‘the idea of the transformation of the ideal into the real is pro-
found.’’26Around the same time, against Nikolai Bukharin and the dogmatic

pursuit of direct proletarian revolution, Lenin will realize that the weakest

link in the chains of exploitation is often to be found in literally marginal

places—in the pursuit of national or anticolonial autonomy, for instance, as

so many local contributions to a tendentially universal struggle against the

highest stage of capitalism.
27

In his current work, Badiou usefully describes the decisive moments

of subjective mobilization in terms of the critical ‘‘points’’ a militant body

(party, organization, movement) encounters. You encounter a point of the

situation when you are obliged to choose between the continuation of a

prescription and preservation of the status quo.
28
A truth proceeds point
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par point, where each point tests the development of subjective resources

or ‘‘organs’’ capable of upholding the consequences of its commitment to

transform a situation, the development of a subject’s capacity to ‘‘live for

an Idea.’’
29
Guided by an anticipation of the ideal, to prescribe is always to

force the issue, in the absence of any guarantee. Prior to the imposition of

its retrospective clarity, its eventual self-evidence, a prescriptive move will

always appear as a step too far. Sartre explained this perfectly well: first you

decide, then you justify the decision by providing it with defensiblemotives

or reasons. First you commit, then you explore the limits of what this com-

mitment allows you to do. The progressive-regressive method: first you act

and then, in the new light of this action, you reconstruct the circumstances

that led you to act.

This point calls for three immediate qualifications.

The first is that this retrospective justification of the decision is neverthe-

less an essential aspect of the process that validates a decision, thatwill allow

its consequences to hold true. A decision is clearly no decision at all if its

outcome can be deduced by criteria that preexist the taking of that decision;

on the other hand, if a decision isn’t made right through the consequential

development of these criteria, then it will turn out just as clearly to have

been the wrong decision. A decision begins in uncertainty but only endures

as decisive, precisely, if it lasts. Needless to say, there is nothing intrinsically
progressive or emancipatory about the logic of prescription per se.

Second, though a decision anticipates its criteria, this anticipation does

not itself create them ex nihilo. It is essential to avoid the trap that tempts

both Sartre and Žižek: the logic whereby any genuinely decisive act is

‘‘authorised only by itself.’’
30
Derrida wrestles with this same temptation

in inverted form—the dissolution of decision through its passive exposure

to an ‘‘im-possible’’ event, to a wholly secret and unrecognizable advent

in a domain stripped of all anticipation or expectation.31 The obvious dan-
ger here was pointed out (and exaggerated) by Maurice Merleau-Ponty:

if a decision proceeds purely ex nihilo, immediately, in the element of

the void as such, then it risks remaining voluntarist and abrupt—that is,

inconsequential.
32

Third: wemust not forget that once they have become obvious, the impli-

cations of a prescription will be and will remain obvious! Those who dwell

on the incalculable and the unrecognizable advent of an event would dowell

to remember this point.
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5. Prescription thus enables the relative autonomy of its effects, the strategic sub-
traction of cause from effect. This is perhaps the most profound point of con-

vergence between Deleuze, Rancière, and Badiou: an incorporeal effect is

not reducible to its bodily cause; a political intervention exceeds its social-

ized place; a subjective formalization is carried but not mediated by its

militant body. The whole point is that the relation between prescriptive

mobilization and its historical conditions or ‘‘causes’’ will remain forever

undecidable, pending the moment of prescription itself. There can be no

question of reviving, even as the preliminary phase of a more complex

mediation, a notion of thought and discourse as ‘‘the direct efflux ofmaterial

behaviour.’’
33
Themost we can say is that while we never choose the circum-

stances in which we make our own history, some circumstances are more

provocative than others.

This is not the place to go back over the vast literature concerning relative

autonomy and ‘‘determination in the last instance.’’ But clearly we can cut

short the recent farewells to the working class without simply returning to

the messianic singularity of the proletariat. The pressures that tend toward

global proletarianization neither dissolve into the cheery pluralism of new

social movements nor converge into the unity of one Historical destiny:

there is no eliding the conjunctural dimension of specific prescriptions.

Suffice it to say that Louis Althusser’s great contribution to the renewal of

political thought endures to this day, insofar as he broke once and for all with

every reductive or mechanical conception of antagonism and in so doing

opened the door to amore ramified but still unapologetically partisan analy-

sis of complex social configurations ‘‘structured in dominance.’’

Nevertheless, Althusser bequeathed his remarkable students the legacy

of two problematic notions that none of them, arguably, have yet managed

fully to resolve: on the one hand, the essential complexity (if not inertia) of

a historical process without subject or goal; on the other hand, the essen-

tial simplicity (if not abstraction) of a politics in which ‘‘the masses make

their own history.’’
34
The effort to lend a non-evolutionary dynamism to the

former led Balibar to develop an unwieldy theory of structural transition

before turning to ever more equivocal, ever more ‘‘ambiguous’’ configura-

tions of the political, divided between the competing claims of autonomy,

heteronymy, and the heteronymy of heteronymy—this last a non-negation

of the negation that promises littlemore, in the face of the supposedmenace

of ethnic ultraviolence, than the tired resources of citizenship and civility.
35
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The effort to sustain a militant version of the latter led Badiou to stress

an ever more ephemeral, ever more ‘‘vanishing’’ movement of the masses

before committing himself to a void-based philosophy in which a strictly

inaccessible inconsistency offers the sole foundation of any transforma-

tive truth.
36
And in a sense, the effort to invert both principles still guides

the work of Althusser’s most emphatic student-turned-critic, Rancière, for

whom politics subsists only in the transient and necessarily inconclusive

suspension of domination, of the sanctioned distribution of functions and

places. Rancière’s critique ofAlthusserianmastery leads him to embrace the

antimastery at work in ‘‘the invention of that unpredictable subject which

momentarily occupies the street, the invention of amovement born of noth-

ing but democracy itself ’’—a movement that depends on nothing beyond

its ‘‘constitutive fragility,’’ that ‘‘identifies and localises what has its being

only in the gap of places and identities.’’
37

Better than Althusser, Rancière understood that the ‘‘masses make his-

tory’’ only when, as in the particular circumstances theorized by Mao, the

inventive military potential of the peasants and the proletariat is stronger

than that deployed by foreign and feudal armies.
38
If today the end of the end

of this advantage may define the horizon of politics, this end also commits

us, more for strategic than for moral reasons, to the renewal of nonmilitary

forms of struggle. Of the great anticolonial leaders it is perhaps Gandhi,

rather thanMao, who has themost to teach our new anticolonial generation.

6. Through anticipation, prescriptive intervention thus proceeds at a relative dis-
tance from socioeconomic causation. There has long been no need for the

renewal of warnings, routine since the Second International, against the

symmetrical perils of economic determinism and reckless voluntarism. In

the context marked by our post-Marxist (or anti-Althusserian) eclecticism,

it is perhaps more important to resist the kind of ‘‘short-circuit’’ whereby—

even in Balibar’s own recent work, for instance—the political and the eco-

nomic dissolve into a single play of forces, such that relations of exploita-

tion do not so much condition a political sequence as appear themselves

as immediately political. It is a short step from here to the direct political

investment of the social characteristic of a Deleuzian approach—a move

that accounts for the obscurity of its political impact. In a recent inter-

view in which he draws on Deleuze’s notion of affective connection and

Charles Sanders Peirce’s notion of abductive participation, Brian Massumi
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offers a suggestive account of how such a politics seeksmerely to ‘‘navigate’’

movement, rather than direct or interrupt it. ‘‘It’s about being immersed in

an experience that is already underway. It’s about being bodily attuned to

opportunities in the movement, going with the flow. It’s more like surfing

the situation, or tweaking it, than commanding or programming it.’’
39

For Antonio Negri, likewise, the critical distinction has always been be-

tween a productive or constituentmaterialism (Machiavelli, Spinoza,Marx)

as distinct from a merely critical idealism (Descartes, Hobbes, Rousseau,

Hegel). The external vantage point claimed by the latter has supposedly

been absorbed, along with everything else, through the completion of capi-

talist ‘‘real subsumption,’’ the absolutization of bio-power. Each in their own

way, Negri, Derrida, Žižek, and Giorgio Agamben all accept this absoluti-

zation as the condition of an effectively desperate politics, a condition that

solicits the equally absolute affirmation of an unmediated creativity (Negri),

of a potentiality that subsists in the annulment of actuality (Agamben), of a

decision withdrawn from activity (Derrida), of a radical act uncontaminated

by reflection (Žižek).

A prescriptive politics, by contrast, busies itself with the invention of

newly effective, newly deliberateways of intervening in a situation. A conse-

quential theory of prescription must conceive it as the process that allows

for the relatively autonomous constitution of a militant subject, at a quali-

fied distance from the social, economic, and psychological manipulation of

affects and flows. A political subject prescribes its own boundaries.The pre-

scriptive subject exists in itsmilitant and emergent interface with the world

rather than in any specified psychological (let alone cultural or biological)

location. Prescriptive autonomy, in other words, necessarily presumes some
kind of qualitative leap in the constitution of the subject, a leap adequate

to enable its relative freedom from causal or presubjective determination.

Without such freedom we cannot say that people make their own history;

we canmerely contemplate the forms of their constraint. And however radi-

cal or indignant such contemplation, by itself it will always fall short of

the political as such—a point overlooked, in much of his work, by Pierre

Bourdieu.
40

7. The ‘‘leap’’ of subjectivation is directed on the basis of a preliminary anticipa-
tion or ‘‘hunch.’’ Rather than invent its own criteria, an anticipation draws

on the inheritance of previous prescriptions and learns from the forms of
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resistance or opposition that it faces. Unlike Sartre and Žižek, Lenin him-

self conceives of his anticipatory intervention precisely as a sort of premo-

nition that can withstand the test of clarity and distinction in their strictest

sense, that is, the criteria formulated by a science of historical materialism.

As everyone knows, Leninist intervention is not so much ‘‘authorized by

itself ’’ as it is informed by a sober discernment of the weakest link; Maoist

intervention, likewise, is guided by the careful effort to distinguish the prin-

cipal contradiction that governs a particular strategic conjuncture.
41
(It is

precisely the simplicity of this distinction, of course, along with its strategic

effect, that begins to get lost with Althusser’s emphasis on the complexity

of overdetermination, to say nothing of the sort of loose polydetermination

privileged by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe.)
42

Rather than subscribe to Žižek or Badiou’s claim that a radical act or

imposition of a principle is what ‘‘induces’’ its subject effectively ex nihilo,

then, we might do better to say that a prescription serves to crystallize
hitherto inconsequential aspects of a subject in a newly consequential form.

8. A consequential prescription requires an effective foothold in the situation it
transforms.43Guided by its hunch or anticipation, prescriptive subjectivation
is also dependent on the crystallization of historical conditions of pertinence.
The axiom of territorial integrity is not pertinent in every political situa-

tion; it would be fatal, on the other hand, to assume that a supposedly global

condition of postnational mobility has rendered it universally impertinent.

As Edward Said knew all too well, to take only the most obvious example, it

is no accident that the armored bulldozer remains the chief weapon of the

Israeli occupation.
44

A prescription concerning immigration cannot proceed, today, on the

basis of a utopian rejection of international borders (although it can and

must concern the ‘‘reception’’ of immigrants here and now: the quasi-

criminalization of refugees, the exploitation of immigrant workers in the

domestic economy, the segregation of their communities, etc.). Prescrip-

tions about working conditions will advance less in the abstract terms of

a campaign against ‘‘capitalism’’ or ‘‘globalization’’ than through combat-

ive opposition to particular neoliberal policies or the elimination of pre-

cise forms of corporate power—for instance, through direct measures like

those advanced by Via Campesina or Brazil’s Landless Workers Movement

in their campaigns for food sovereignty, fair trade, and land redistribu-
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tion. Again, the key to the decisive campaign against slavery, according to

the most detailed study of the ‘‘Haitian revolution from below,’’ lay less in

resolute leadership at the top than in the ‘‘self-sustained activities of the

masses,’’ activities that proved powerful enough to transcend the various

regional, occupational, and cultural tensions working against their long-

term cooperation. These activities were themselves conditioned by struc-

tural changes to the plantation economy during its last decades of rapid

commercial expansion, and these changes, together with the conjunctural

impact of the revolution in France and new divisions within the slave-

owning sector, lent the 1791 mobilization against slavery a strategic perti-

nence that François Mackandal’s rebellion, for instance, had lacked back

in 1757.
45

Upheld as a strategic imperative, a prescription says shall rather than
ought. Prescription is not a matter of abstract moral reflection, of aspecific

obligation, of ‘‘objective’’ rights and wrongs: it is a matter, under the con-

straints of a given situation, of practical consequence and material inven-

tion, of relational struggle, of mobilization and countermobilization.
46

9. A prescriptive conception of politics presumes that its conditions of possibility
are transcendental in the conventional sense—unconditional, transhistorical, in-
different to questions of context or pertinence. Conditions of pertinence must

not be confused with conditions of possibility. Such confusion leads to

claims that the subject is merely an effect—that the subject cannot act or

that the subaltern cannot speak. It is essential, if we are to affirm the end

of the end of politics, that we do not suture conditions of possibility to the

actions they allow.We must depoliticize (and dehistoricize) the conditions

of possibility of politics. The point is not that the human being is a political

animal but that the human is capable of doing more than any sort of being.

And this capacity includes a capacity for prescriptive politics that is itself

irreducible to any biological ‘‘nature’’ or social (gregarious, communicative,

altruistic, etc.) disposition.

It is no accident, notwithstanding dramatic differences in outlook and

orientation, that themost forceful proponents of a prescriptive politics tend

to ground its conditions of possibility in autonomous, ‘‘auto-poetic,’’ and

extrapolitical faculties or capacities—NoamChomsky in amental-cognitive

faculty, Gandhi in a spiritual faculty, Sartre in a faculty of imagination or

negation, Rancière in a discursive capacity, Badiou in a capacity for unabash-
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edly ‘‘immortal’’ truth. It is precisely the autonomy of such capacities that

is at issue in the divergence, for instance, between Chomsky and his more

conservative student Stephen Pinker, a divergence that is as much scien-

tific as it is political. For Pinker our ‘‘language instinct’’ evolvedmore or less

smoothly as an adaptive solution to the pressures imposed by natural selec-

tion; for Chomsky language comes to function at an essential distance from

any coordination with nature, that is, at a distance from principles other

than those of a critical autonomy itself. It is this distance that underlies our

ability to think rather than simply behave.

10. Prescription can proceed only in the imperative mode of a ‘‘logical revolt.’’ In
its indifference to community, compromise, or consensus, every prescrip-

tive practice has an authoritarian or intransigent aspect. To avoid or dilute

the moment of a ‘‘dictatorship of the prescription’’ is to evade the prescrip-

tion itself. By definition, a prescriptivemobilization binds its adherents in a

commondedication: a dedication that exceeds its deferral to authorized rep-

resentatives, that is irreducible to the exercise of merely individual choice

or to the reproduction of sociocultural norms.

In today’s circumstances, a ‘‘democratic politics’’ designates first and fore-
most a contradiction in terms.

47
Democracy defines a particular administra-

tive or procedural regime, not the dimension of politics itself. The imperial

advocates of ‘‘political democracy’’ have themselves always recognized the

true meaning of this phrase whenever it applies to situations polarized

by significant conflict or resistance—from Guatemala (1954) and Vietnam

(1956) to Haiti and Iraq (2004).
48
An election is a routine organized for

the stable validation of an evolving status quo; an election that threatens

to do otherwise is cancelled or postponed, pending the extermination of

insurgents. The Algerian sequence that began with the annulment of an

unacceptable vote in 1992 and ended with the electoral ‘‘stability’’ of April

2004—a sequencemarked by some 100,000 deaths—will no doubt remain

a model for the imminent democratization of the Middle East.

11. Prescription is vigilant but not ‘‘observant.’’ Prescription does not wait and
see. Prescription is not inspection. By the same token, prescription is ada-

mantly opposed to the ethical subsumption of politics, a ‘‘politics’’ based

on the compassionate response to the spectacle of suffering, on respect for
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the other and the consensual management of established human rights. In

particular, prescription is in no sense a response to the pitiful visibility of

others, and still less a response to their invisibility. In the absence of a pre-

scription, what can be ‘‘seen’’ of politics is not political subjects but only vic-

tims and terrorists, the two sides of the same humanitarian coin. Imperial

observers of recent events in Abidjan or Port-au-Prince have seen only anar-

chy and fear, not principle or resistance.

Since principles are invisible, there can no question of a ‘‘politics of rec-

ognition.’’ Equality isn’t something you can recognize or infer. If we pre-

scribe the right of all inhabitants of a territory to a say in the government of

that territory, then we will not require them to appear worthy of this right.

They will not have to pass preliminary tests of citizenship and entitlement.

Politics has no dress code. ‘‘Really existing citizenship,’’ however, remains

profoundly marked by its conventional valorization of the noncitizen, and

in particular, in our postcolonial era, of the descendants of those nonciti-

zens par excellence: the natives, les indigènes. In the last couple of decades
France, the country that once prescribed the universal bias of citizenship,

has repatriated this ‘‘civic’’ distinction of colon and indigène from its original

deployment in Algeria and Senegal as part of a long campaign to filter the

remnants of republican universality through newly exclusive norms. To be

a citizen of French Algeria, of course, was always to be the recipient of dis-

criminatory protections and benefits, at the direct expense of indigenous

noncitizens. To be a French citizen today is first and foremost to accept

the discriminating embrace of the republican state, secured against threats

both at home and abroad. Rather than postcolonial, the recent global exten-

sion of such a mind-set might be better described, to adapt CécileWinter’s

phrase, as simply ‘‘colonial without colonies,’’ colonial sans colonies.49 After
Ariel Sharon, after George W. Bush, Nicolas Sarkozy has learned this les-

son well. The result is complicity in what Naomi Klein is right to call the

ongoing Likudization of the world.
50

12. Prescription is indifferent to themanipulations of passionate attachment. Like
any decisive commitment, politics is always affective. But even the most

affective prescription can be sustained only at a critical distance from the

‘‘passionate’’ or ‘‘emotional.’’ Neither pity nor fear has any place in politics.

A prescription posits a positive (and divisive) principle as primary,

whereas an emotional nonpolitics is based on a negative (and unifying)
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prejudice or antiprinciple. The logic of consensual social or nonpolitical

order, the logic of what Rancière calls police as opposed to politics, always
relies on themanipulation of a paranoid ochlos—the ‘‘frightening rallying of

frightened men.’’ Police consolidation promises security through a stable

distribution of places and roles, through the fearful exclusion of threats and

outsiders; the political demos, then, begins only with that divisive ‘‘move-

ment whereby the multitude tears itself away from the weighty destiny

which seeks to drag it into the corporeal form of the ochlos. . . . Democracy

only exists in a society to the degree that the demos exists as the power to

divide the ochlos.’’
51

In other words, a prescriptive politics must remember the critical lesson

taught by the early Sartre, a lesson most starkly framed in his Sketch for a
Theory of the Emotions: it is one thing to experience affects or feelings; it is
quite another to participate in the ‘‘magical’’ manipulation of passions or

emotions. It is one thing cautiously to acknowledge an opponent as danger-

ous or threatening; it is another to collaborate in the performance of fear or

hate. Affects are rational responses to the reality they confront; emotions,

by contrast, are theatrical routines we invent to justify a given alignment

with the world. In each case, liberation from the emotional spell we cast

upon ourselves ‘‘can only come from a purifying reflection or from the total

disappearance of the emotional situation.’’
52

Indifferent to the way we feel, indifferent to the way things look, a pre-

scriptive politics avoids complacent reflection on our ‘‘modern social imagi-

nary’’ for the same reason that it deflates premodern dreams of ‘‘turning the

world upside down.’’ The renewal of a prescriptive politicswill have required

the refusal of both cynicism and distraction.
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